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name, Presenter name)
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Session #7, Advising Students: Practical Responses to the Conundrum, Mark Archibald and Jennifer Blair

Session 1 Introverts and Extroverts The presenters were from the Minnesota.

It is a tie between Session #5 Introverts and Extroverts - Building Understanding and Harmony by Maureen Schafer and Session #4 Understanding Backwards: Helping First-
Year Students Develop and Academic Mindset by Julie Nelson and Maureen Schafer.

The pre-conference workshop on using surveys to do research was the most helpful to me.

Hashtag: "amajorin26characters" Anthony Smothers and David Marchesani

Session #5, Introverts and Extroverts, Maureen Schaefer

Session Name: Bellevue University Academic Advising Coaching and Assessment Model Presenter Name: Lupo and Mathews

#4.1 Social Class, Barbara Jensen (although I didn't like the pitch for her book).

USD - Yote Tube, Sara Peterson and Kevin Doyle

Academic Warning session

Understanding Introverts and Extroverts, Maureen Schaefer, Friday morning

CS5.2 many Students, Few Advisors: Advantages and Outcomes of Small Group Advising Sessions with St. Cloud Technical & Community College. I also really liked U of S.
Dakota sessions and got a lot of great ideas from CS7.1 You Tube presentation. Great ideas to take back with me!

Concurrent Session 6, Developing Your Personal Advising Philosophy, Kacey Gregerson and Katie Koopmeiners

Helping Students find hope: was the most interesting session 2.5 Lisa Novak & Meaghan Stein

Session 2, How to Create and Teach an Orientation Course, Celeste Spier

Jason Wiegand

Advising International Students with Jennifer Blair at the University of Iowa Final session on Friday, May 23, 2014

Session 5, "Assessment of Academic Warning: The Numbers and Beyond," Alexis Schewe

Session 5 - Introverts and Extroverts - Building Understanding and Harmony; Maureen Schafer

5.1, Empowering Students to Overcome Under-performance and Achieve Academic Success, Jill Kramer

Developing your Personal Advising Philosophy - Kacey Gregerson and Katie Koopmeiners

Kyle Holtman, Orientation, not sure on the exact session

Session #1, Exploring the Strengths and Needs of Introverted Students Lisa Norvack, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities Meaghan Stein, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Academic Identity Development: How STEM Education Principles Can Inform Advising Practice Kelaine Haas, College of Biological Sciences, University of Minnesota-Twin
Cities Stephanie Wiesneski, College of Biological Sciences, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

3, Advising is Coaching: Empowering At-Risk and Marginalized Students, Jason Wiegand

Session #1, Exploring the Strengths and Needs of Introverted Students, Lisa Novack and Meaghan Stein

Introverts and Extroverts - Building Understanding and Harmony, Maureen Schafer

Session #3, Coaching--Jason Wiegand

Session 4, What Matters to Adult Learners, Glodek, Biklen, and Peck

Helping Students Find Hope. Meaghan Stein and Lisa Novack

Session # 5; Introverts and Extroverts--Building Understanding and Harmony; Maureen Schafer

Concurrent 3 - Advising is Coaching: Empowering At-Risk and Marginalized Students; Jason Weigand

Friday session on international student advising, presenters from Iowa City

The International Student one on Friday. The presenters were from U of I.

1.4 - Exploring the Relationship Between Student's Understanding of Degree Requirements and Academic Performance; Hanna Whitcomb and Spencer Mathews

CS 2.5 Helping Students Find Hope- Meaghan Stein & Lis Novack

Maureen Schafer's session on Introverts and Extroverts

Session 1, tony Smothers, #majorin26characters

CS 2.5, Helping Students Find Hope: Empowering Students to Achieve Their Goals; Meaghan Stein and Lisa Novak of Univ Minnesota-Twin Cities

Concurent Session 2, A sample Training Manual, D. Ubl-Mitzel and J. LeBlanc plus POSTER Session Excellence in Academic Mentoring and Advising: A Faculty Development
Program

The last session of the conference on advising international students.

Advising and New Student Orientation: Increasing Program Understanding to Facilitate a Seamless Student Transition (Holtman and Smyth of ISU)

Pre-conference 3: Training the Trainer: Creating and Facilitating Adviser Training Workshops for Recognizing and Assisting Students in Crisis, Howard Tyler and Amanda
Robinson.

no one stands out as the best but I was disappointed to sit through a whole presentation on starfish.

Concurrent Session 1. Hashtag: #amajorin26 characters: Engaging Deciding Students in Programming Where Advising Matters, Anthony Smothers and David Marchesani,
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University of Northern Iowa.

Advising as coaching, Jason Wiegand

6; Academic Identity development: How STEM. . .; Haas & Wiesneski

Session #7, Bellevue University Academic Advising, Coaching, and Performance--Assessment Model Heidi Lupo and Spencer Matthews, Bellevue University

7.1 Using YouTube to Prepare Incoming Students for Academic Success, Peterson & Doyle

Session II: Sample Training Manual for Professional, Faculty, & Student Advisors

Empowering students to overcome underperformance and achieve academic success

Session 5, Introverts and Extroverts-Building Understanding and Harmony, Maureen Schafer

Session #2, Helping Students Find Hope: Empowering Students to Achieve Their Goals, Meaghan Stein and Lisa Novack, University of Minnesota--Twin Cities

Concurrent Session 5 - Introverts and Extroverts - Building Understanding and Harmony by Maureen Schafer

Jennifer Blair and a colleague from the University of Iowa on the topic of advising international students on the last day.

Exploring the Strengths & Needs of Introverted Students by Novack & Stein, UMN

Session 5 - Assessment of Academic Warning: Alexis Schewe

Working with International Students

Total Responses 58

Statistic Value



2. Overall, I thought the Conference was:

1 Advanced Mailing, Publicity, Etc. 2 14 47 48 111 3.27

2 Conference Location 2 13 31 69 115 3.45

3 Facilities 0 7 36 72 115 3.57

4 Meals 1 13 41 55 110 3.36

5 Registration Process 0 3 40 68 111 3.59

6 Keynote John Schuh 5 20 31 23 79 2.91

7 Opening Reception 2 13 29 30 74 3.18

8 Quality of the Concurrent Sessions 0 9 58 48 115 3.34

9 Closing Wrap Up 7 19 39 14 79 2.76

10 Overall, I thought the conference was: 0 7 58 50 115 3.37

Min Value 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2

Max Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Mean 3.27 3.45 3.57 3.36 3.59 2.91 3.18 3.34 2.76 3.37

Variance 0.56 0.58 0.37 0.53 0.30 0.80 0.67 0.38 0.72 0.36

Standard
Deviation 0.75 0.76 0.61 0.73 0.55 0.89 0.82 0.62 0.85 0.60

Total
Responses 111 115 115 110 111 79 74 115 79 115

# Question Poor Fair Good Very Good Total Responses Mean

Statistic Advanced Mailing,
Publicity, Etc.

Conference
Location Facilities Meals Registration

Process

Keynote
John

Schuh

Opening
Reception

Quality of the
Concurrent
Sessions

Closing
Wrap

Up

Overall, I thought
the conference was:



3. How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this
conference?

1 None 49 43%

2 1-2 27 23%

3 3-4 20 17%

4 5 or more 19 17%

Total 115

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 2.08

Variance 1.27

Standard Deviation 1.13

Total Responses 115

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



4. How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

1 Talking with a colleague 65 57%

2 E-mail announcement from NACADA 67 58%

3 Other: 14 12%

Surfing the NACADA website

IowAAN

My Boss

Friend

NACADA website

Active NACADA Member

website

lasat year's conference

College Provost

NACADA online

Online. I applied to present.

last year's program

from my office

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Total Responses 115

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



5. To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

1 Not at all 0 0%

2 Some 19 17%

3 Most 63 55%

4 All 33 29%

Total 115

Min Value 2

Max Value 4

Mean 3.12

Variance 0.44

Standard Deviation 0.66

Total Responses 115

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



6. Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

1 Faculty Advisor 0 0%

2 Academic Advisor 82 71%

3 Counselor 0 0%

4 Academic Advisor/Counselor 5 4%

5 Advising Administrator 11 10%

6 Administrator with responsibilities over several areas, one of which is advising 6 5%

7 Graduate student 1 1%

8 Institutional position supports advising i.e. Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc. 2 2%

9 Affiliated with a college or university but not in any of the roles previously mentioned 3 3%

10 Not affiliated with an institution of higher education 0 0%

11 Other: 5 4%

Total 115

Faculty member with administrative responsibilities for advising within my program & serve as faculty advisor within my program.

Academic Affairs and Medical Assisting Advising

Previous Ac. Advisor seeking employment

Academic Advisor and Advising Administrator (coordinating training and development for faculty advisors/mentors)

Trio advisor

Min Value 2

Max Value 11

Mean 3.30

Variance 5.86

Standard Deviation 2.42

Total Responses 115

# Answer Bar Response %

Other:

Statistic Value



7. How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or
faculty member)

1 Less than 5 years 47 41%

2 5-10 years 37 32%

3 11-20 years 26 23%

4 More than 20 years 4 4%

Total 114

Min Value 1

Max Value 4

Mean 1.89

Variance 0.77

Standard Deviation 0.88

Total Responses 114

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



8. In what ways was this conference valuable to you?

Visiting with others to get new ideas.

It was good to connect with others doing the same job as me.

Inspired me to think more critically about how to serve students.

Networking and learning new and innovative ideas from colleagues.

The variety and quality of sessions was excellent. Having just completed my first year in advising, it was very helpful to hear from experienced advisors and be able to reflect on
how I can improve my advising.

Helped me understand key issues in the field of advising & understand the need for additional research in the discipline.

I always enjoy attending NACADA regional conferences. The concurrent sessions really were top notch this year. I love to hear what our colleagues from other institutions are
doing.

There was a diverse array of sessions available.

The majority of sessions that I attended were worthwhile and I took something away from them. I found the orientation for new members to be very helpful.

Networking, finding out what's new in our field

Networking and meeting other colleagues across the region is a valuable resource to me. I appreciate time to interact with others in Iowa via the state meetings and elsewhere
through my involvement with the region.

This was my first NACADA conference, so it gave me a greater understanding of the organization. I work at a large institution, and it was actually great to meet advising
colleagues from my university whom I'd never met before!

I really enjoyed all three sessions I attended on Friday and 1 of 3 on Thursday. I was not able to attend the Wednesday pre-conference. I enjoyed many of the ideas that were
shared. They really provided a great way to begin brainstorming how we can implement and improve processes on our campus.

I found it to be a good way to connect with other advising professionals. I love collaborating, sharing ideas, and discussing the challenges and rewards of advising students
today.

It allowed me to gain insight from others within my profession.

exposure to and time to reflect on advising concepts; networking with other advisor, time to discuss "big picture" concepts with colleagues

networking

I really enjoyed networking with advisors most of all. I was stimulated by the concurrent sessions and appreciated an opportunity to learn about advising issues and
approaches throughout the region. Meeting with others over lunch and coffee or attending the sessions together was very helpful.

Sessions on 1st generation students. How to advise/better serve introvert students. Advising students in crisis. All sessions I attended were valuable.

Networking with other advisers that I may interact with inside and outside of my institution; meeting up with old friends; ability to generate new ideas that may help my work

Many of the sessions I attended were valuable. I also presented, which was a very valuable experience for me. I really enjoyed the keynote as well, though the first question
posed to him was not appropriate for the setting.

-Learning new ways to better assist and advise students with unique situations or from specific populations -Getting new ideas to and activities to use in my orientation class

Familiarity with other advisors at my institution as well as in the state of Iowa. Valuable things to think about as I returned to work.

Networking with others outside my department/college/institution to get new ideas and new strategies

As a graduate student I learned a lot about new programming ideas as well as advising topics that were of interest to me.

nice talking to other advisers and learning new perspectives

Networking, understanding the role of an advisor (only at the job for 4 months), and understanding how other institutions use their academic advisor.

Networking and the sessions. We are dealing with a lot of deciding students at our institution and there were a lot sessions on that topic. Also considering group advising
sessions in conjunction with our new student orientations.

It was an opportunity to meet and network with colleagues.

Exciting...lots of energy. Invigorating.

Excellent opportunity for professional development, networking, and recharging.

Good to network with colleagues

Networking. Becoming more involved with NACADA.

Offered applicable insight about students, profession and university dynamics. Networking with other advisors. Felt energized and was able to develop new ideas specific to my
school.

Colloboration and hearing new ideas and different perspectives. Excellent discussions with advisors.

Getting out of the office and recharging. The Introvert/Extroverts topics were ones I had never heard before and I appreciated the different perspectives.

It was my first region 6 conference so it was very nice to connect with folks in this area.

Gathered ideas from other institutions, networking, and affirming what we are doing at our institution is right on track

Excellent networking and resource idea generation

I am the only professional academic advisor on my campus, all the rest are faculty advisors. It was very nice to be among a group of professionals who saw value in what I do
and who I could identify with and share ideas/frustrations/experiences with.

networking; opportunity to think about and discuss advising theories and issues that are usually pushed out during the hectic office workweek.

Networking with other advisors was valuable to me.

Solid concurrent sessions; Opportunity to present; leadership involvement; connection to great colleagues; fun location; good food;

free pre-conference workshops were a bonus plenty of networking time

Good to connect.

Text Response



Opportunity to network and get some new ideas on ways to improve the advising experience for our incoming new advisors.

Lots of best practices to consider. Good ideas for streamling processes.

Networking, new ideas, professional refreshment

Confirms that advising is not just registering students for classes they require for their major - also need to contact with them and help them in any way you can. Provide
emotional support on ocassion as needed.

The concurrent sessions and obtaining ideas and information that I can consider, use, and apply.

I learned a lot about things that I didn't originally anticipate and it also allowed me to network.

Networking with others in the field of advising.

Networking, ideas and procedures in implementing new ideas, research results.

Because I'm new as an academic advisor, I thought the conference was good, especially the conversations before and after the concurrent sessions and at the lunches.

It gave me some new perspectives and was able to see how others are advising. I am a new professional so I am still trying to establish my advising style and also trying to
establish some sound programs for probation and suspended students.

Seeing that other colleges and universities have their issues, and that we aren't doing too bad, frankly.

Concurrent sessions I attended provided good content and practical applications I can bring back to my campus.

networking and learning about policy/procedure at other institutions, collaborating, and reviewing common practices

It's always good to take time away and just have time to think and see what other people are doing.

It allowed me to connect with advisors from other institutions, as well as my own, and discuss some of the issues we are facing as well as where we are being successful.

Learning from peer advisors and expanded networking with other institutions and provide reading resources for professional develeopment.

Six out of the Seven breakout sessions I attended were very good. I was able to identify great programming ideas that could be implemented which the specific population I
work with.

Some nice ideas on programming/services

It was great getting to meet with other faculty and academic advisors and to have the opportunity to network.

Ideas to take back to my campus.

New ideas and information, broaden my perspectives, updates on upcoming trends, specific suggestions/ideas that I can apply to my students/institution.

Connecting with colleagues at other institutions and hearing about their programs was most valuable.

Sessions were good.

It is a great networking opportunity, especially the state breakout session. I walked away with some very usable ideas based on concurrent sessions.

Discussions with colleagues; some new material

Learning what other schools are doing and determining what best practices are in the field. Overall very refreshing experience to learn and network with individuals across the
region.

Great concurrent sessions and a nice opportunity to network with colleagues from othe rinstitutions.

Networking

Ideas for enhancing my FYE course, ideas for improving advising, networking with colleagues,

networking, gaining information

It is good hear how advising in done on other campuses and to hear how committed others are to helping students--this is uplifting.

To interact with advisers from institutions and learn about tactics to help with advising students

I work for a small college with faculty advisors so a lot of the information is not directly applicable to my situation, but it's always interesting to learn what others are doing and
think about how I can adapt some of it to my institution.

Since I'm a new advisor, it was great to meet others and hear what happens at different schools and in different settings. I also connected with many people from my own
campus that work in different areas. That was a nice unexpected occurence.

Most of the sessions were very helpful.

Networking with other advising professionals and sharing experiences

Networking with colleagues

Total Responses 82

Statistic Value



9. My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external
activities/type/length of sessions, etc.)

Have enough handouts. Advertise the session topics sooner.

Find a better keynote speaker. Just because someone has excellent credentials, doesn't mean they can give a thoughtful keynote speech.

No changes necessary.

Have a keynote speaker from within NACADA; offer additional sessions about research/scholarship in the discipline; post the schedule of sessions online earlier; better
developed sessions on academic advising as a profession -- building a career track in academic advising.

Please indicate on conference concurrent session descriptions if a session is a roundtable. Include cocktails/refreshments at opening keynote. Perhaps consider offering poster
sessions in during reception or at a more visible time (7:45 was tough). All rooms should ideally have wi-fi/internet capabilities and computers- would eliminate the issues some
presenters had.

Only two sessions on the last day and then have the option for individuals to take lunch to-go. Boxed lunches or sandwiches. Don't need the social hours/food break.

The keynote speaker had a hard time relating to the advisor crowd. I would recommend Jennifer Joslin. She works in Kansas at the main NACADA office and is an amazing
person/speaker.

The venue itself was lovely inside, but not as accessible to the amenities of Des Moines. I recommend having the location in a more accessible location.

More focus on international student issues

Tables to sit at for the chocolate break, tables in all meeting rooms (as it was much easier to take notes in those rooms), potentially screening speakers' presentations via online
video submissions ahead of time. While there were some outstanding presentations, there were a couple that were not as stellar, and one that was horrible. I regretted staying
for the last session Thursday.

Have Charlie Nutt as keynote!

I need more online-related sessions, which I found at Region 6 Conference in 2012. I found the location of the conference challenging since there were limited food and event
options that I was interested in. I expected sign-up sheets so conference attendees could go out to eat or to a local museum together, hosted by local attendees/volunteers. This
encourages interaction.

more engaging topics

I would like to hear more about motivating students to learn in college. Also, it would be helpful to have more sessions on community college and its place in helping students
achieve a 4-year degree.

Topics on the "dying liberal arts" private institutions. Students opting out for more career based degrees (less expensive route) versus 4 year institutions.

45-50 minute Concurrent Sessions

I would not recommend having future conferences at a casino. There were points where the smell of stale smoke was very noticeable. There weren't a lot (or not publicized)
external activities planned, which is unfortunate because downtown Des Moines is very beautiful. I think there should be more sessions on advisers professional growth - not
always about the working with students.

Something about mental health in academics. I am a certified mental health counselor so I get it and recognize it, but may be good for other advisors to have some awareness
into timeline of "issues"

Transfer or pre-professional topics for topics

more options for sessions (there were a few sessions that I really had little interest in attending)

Have dinner options for particular groups ex. Novice advisors go to dinner downtown Des Moines with experienced advisors (networking, advice, etc).

I think the 60 minute sessions were good. It seems that people always leave early the final day but maybe it was because this happened to be the Friday before Memorial Day
weekend.

I would have loved to have visited one of the universities or colleges nearby.

Wish the poster session was longer & not during breakfast both for the presenters and the audience. Poster session could be incorporated into a break/concurrent session or
even the opening reception! If it were a part of the opening reception, there would be more individuals in attendance & there would be an air of excitement. Not all were present
on the final day.

The concurrent sessions should have more variety, if possible. Several sections had similar topics, and some even the same presenters.

Popular sessions did not have enough seats. Maybe take a poll before assigning rooms to see approximate attendance for each offered session. Warm breakfast on the longer
day would've been nice.

It was very disappointing that there was not one session focused on transfer students. I also didn't care for the State Meetings being at 3:30 and then an additional concurrent
session afterwards. I know you were probably trying to get people to attend the state meetings, but I was not going to attend regardless of where you put it, and didn't like having
to wait around for the last session.

It would be nice if they could award more door prizes or have more social networking events for folks to attend.

NA

Dynamic Keynote speaker, I was excited to hear John speak due to his research, however his presentation was not engaging or exciting at all and very dry.

Better location

Sessions for advisors who service distance learners would be valuable to me.

I don't know if the attendance surpassed expectations or what, but some of the rooms were small to handle the number of people at a session and some presenters ran short of
their handouts.

Shorten breaks. The chocolate break (which was awesome) just prior to the state meetings could have been condensed a bit, though I am sure that there were some that
appreciated the time. It was nice having state meetings before the end of the day.

more of a closing program!! deserts with lunches more pop or beverage options...even just water in every room would be great

Too many sessions were similar in nature. Not enough sessions addressed issues with retention.

Try to specifically recruit people to discuss data-driven practice where they did assessments and show results. I think also having topics to discuss at the luncheon such as hot-
topic tables, would be nice too.

Breaks felt a little long between sessions.

Topics were excellent; however, there were not enough handouts for a lot of the sessions that I attended.

Text Response



Concurrent sessions should always have a table infront of the chairs for the audience -- I want to take notes and spread out my materials.

Some of the sessions I went to seemed a bit informal and repetitive. I expected to learn a lot more but some presentations just weren't all that helpful. There was a lot of talk
about personal experience and not as many things to take away.

Definitely offer an open bar at the opening reception- or at least a drink ticket. We were shocked that it was a cash bar. Tacky after people drove all the way to the conference.
One drink is not a lot to offer people.

Community college related topics.

A stronger, more engaging keynote speaker

I wasn't as informed about the conference and the things going on as I thought I would be. It could have been that our registration wasn't send in right away due to challenges at
the university here but I would have liked a little more information before going in.

pre-registration for breakouts so that rooms can be assigned according to demand for session

read proposal based on topic areas versus as a larger group- so we don't have 3 sessions on same topic

More sessions like the one on hope and introverted students. I did not attend those, but I heard they were the best ones.

I would have appreciated even more pre-conference information by email, especially with "what to expect" information for first-timers. I thought the opening and closing
sessions could have been developed better, as they simply ended with no real call to action or excitement.

Bigger rooms for sessions. There were several sessions I could not attend because the room was full.

I would prefer a conference location that allows you to explore the city/community you are visiting.

Recommendations for advisors who want to start evaluating and/or assessing their advisement methods.

Technology for beginners that is truly for beginners. This was my only disappointment in this conference. This session started with assuming you knew the technology (even
after polling the audience to find that many had no clue) and provided ideas to keep in mind while implementing (e.g., what to keep in mind when creating a hash tag, rather
than what IS a hash tag).

45 minute sessions, perhaps offering sessions more than once to give a better chance at attending my top 2-3 choices.

The session length is great as is, and I appreciate that the conference is only 2-3 days in length.

More interesting and engaging keynote speaker. More interesting location with ability to walk around to shops, etc. Host at least one cocktail at the reception--we pay plenty to
attend; surely NACADA .can supply one beer or glass of wine. On a similar note, provide coffee throughout the day

I'd like to have a physical/digital "take-away" from each presentation. I love the idea of the dropbox with powerpoints, resources, etc but where do I find that? Could there by
business card size reminders on tapping into those resources, how to get there, when the items will be posted, etc?

How can higher education can adapt to the changing students.

Tighten up the schedule, there seemed to be a lot of down time around lunch/dessert break. We could have had shorter meal times to keep the conference moving.

It is good to have a variety of topics with each time frame, and to make sure similar topics are not scheduled at the same time so someone who is interested in a particular area
can attend both sessions that are aligned with a topic. Session lasting an hour to 75 minutes are a good length.

I would have liked further discussion about what is going on at the national level

Have an academic advisor give the keynote speech. Faculty advisors have the research experience but an academic advisor can discuss the nitty gritty details of advising.

Many of the sessions focused on advising first year students and orientation. I don't work with students until their junior and senior years so i had a hard time finding sessions
with content that was useful to me.

More emphasis on networking. Select speakers that are actual academic advisors that are upbeat and motivating. Provide an opportunity for the group to acknowledge the hard
work that we do. Explain NACADA and done of the sessions as they are happening.

Total Responses 64

Statistic Value



10. Additional comments:

After the Conference 2 years ago in Minneapolis I said I was never going to a conference again. Since my institution paid for me to go, I went and had very low expectations. It
was much better than 2 years ago - the sessions were much more meaningful.

I liked that there were gifts for speakers. So much preparation and energy goes into those speeches and it made me feel good that NACADA recognized them.

The only reason the Closing/Wrap Up received a score of Good, was due to the fact that so many participants left early and did not attend. This is no fault of the conference
organizers. I wish there was a way to make people stay until the end.

Activities in "new attendees" session and the Iowa break-out session were great.

Many conference presenters stated "I had no idea this many people would attend." Every session I went to ran out of handouts. As a presenter, it would be helpful to know how
many people registered for the conference, how many presentations were happening during each concurrent session and how many seats the rooms hold so that one could
better prepare for their presentation. Great conference!

Luiza did a great job putting together this conference.

Although I couldn't smell the smoke from above most of the time, something from the ventilation system triggered my allergies. The pharmacist down the road said they have
people come in all the time from Prairie Meadows for allergy meds. Casinos may not be the best venues.

The moderator for my session started us more than five minutes early, then closed the door, but her feet up and went to sleep. Highly unprofessional.

One session found no correlations or trends in the studies, so my time could have been better utilized going to one of the other sessions. The food was fabulous, and I feel I
gained a lot of information and ideas from the conference. It was well organized as far as moving from session to session, the schedule, following time line, etc.

I thought the conference was really well organized. However, there were several gaps of time that I feel could have been filled. There was a large break after lunch and our
afternoon break (of amazing chocolate!) was long. Shorten those and we could have it end at 4:30 or 5 (instead of 5:30 p.m.=long day). Keynote speaker during lunch would be
nice.

The first day's breakfast was not good. Also, it would have been nice to receive complementary drinks at the opening reception.

Great job!

Thank you for organizing a wonderful conference! Everything was so well organized. I was really grateful, too, for the beautiful hand-blown glass business card holder I
received as a thank you for being a speaker. It will remind me of the good conversations I had and all the wonderful people I met during the conference.

My only negative was that the conference location meeting area became very smokey by the end of the afternoon due to the casino. The last time we were in Fargo, the location
was also held at a casino which also very smokey. My recommendation for the next conference would be to avoid a casino as the location.

Thank you!

This is not really relevant to the big picture of the conference quality, but it is an additional comment. Prairie Meadows beverage standards might have been the central issue to
my comment and may not have anything to do with the conference leadership decisions, but the caffeinated coffee was waaaay to dark. I normally like darker coffee and I could
hardly drink it.

It's becoming more and more challenging for any conference committee to be able to meet the enormous variety of individual attendees food needs. Perhaps some notice
should be included at registration that it may be necessary and helpful for participants to plan for some of their specific nutritional needs since it's hard to cater to so many
individual menu requests.

The conference location was so close to the casino that it was STINKY!

Thank you for the opportunity to deliver feedback! This was an excellent way to conclude the acacemic year.

Conference site was excellent. Would be a good location for a summer institute in the future.

horse racing was fun and hotel rooms were very nice but it would've been nice to have it near the hosting campus if possible.

One of the best conference I have ever attended- excellent organization and sessions. The only idea I could come up with is more meeting advisors- whether that be by like
advising, schools, interests etc... This is a difficult task with so many people. I will say I was impressed how people introduced themselves to each other. Loved this experience.

No presentations/awards/items, etc during lunch on Thursday. I really wanted to have a chance to sit and talk with colleagues from other schools, but the second we were done
with our food, the speakers began. Many of these people were not staying overnight, so there weren't many other opportunities to visit.

I had a great time, thank you!

NA

I had looked forward to being a presenter. Some of the comments on my session were so negative/critical that it makes me feel like I wouldn't want to do it again. The hotel was
in the middle of nowhere, Memorial weekend was a bad choice, and the fact that the conference center was attached to a casino made the smoke smell terrible.

Very nice venue. Des Moines is a wonderful city!

It was my first NACADA conference. I was very pleased with my experienced and appreciated all the work in getting the conference organized.

Poster's could have had a bit more direction/highlighting, but it was good to have descriptions in the conference book. It may have been good to have them presented at
breakfast on Thursday rather than Friday.

1. Please let presenters know about how many handouts they should bring with them. I presented and only brought 30 handouts, but over 50 people attended. 2. Don't have the
conference location in such an isolated place. In Ames or downtown Des Moines would have been nice. We had to travel into Des Moines for dinner each night.

Great Conference. I am glad I made the effort to attend.

Maybe have a stricter presentation requirement. Ask each presenter to have 3-5 things that they want everyone in their session to take away. This will help them to have clearer
learning objectives and will in turn help the audience to get more out of each session.

Have tables in the sessions. No one likes to sit crammed in rows with no tables. Tell your presenters how many people are attending so they can provide handouts. Everyone
wants a handout. Have a host/hostess available during dinner time to guide people to local restaurants. We had the magazine- but that wasn't helpful at all to our group. We
literally drove around for 30-45 mins.

Actively encourage two-year institutions to participate.

The sessions I attended were okay. I don't have any recommendations of how to ensure top-notch programming, but a lot of them sounded really good in their abstract, but the
content was not what I expected. A lot of sessions seemed to focus on advising for orientation and registration. There was not as much advising theory/model/philosophy
discussions happenings as I would had like to see.

Appreciated all the organization of the conference. Plan to become involved at a later time.

Not to hold on days before Memorial Weekend as well as not at a Casino but closer to inner city.

I felt bad for the award recipient when she walked on stage and the person giving her the award started making announcements about an upcoming conference, right in the

Text Response



middle of her award recognition. The order of this content could be changed to enhance the professionalism of future conferences.

Some presenters seemed surprised by some details, i.e. not getting the memo about their pre-conference presentation starting 30 minutes earlier than expected, not having
audio in a session that was all about YouTube. Audio was an issue in a few instances.

The venue was not great because you could not easily walk to other locations. On sight food was either bland or expensive.

I will continue to attend NACADA conferences as they provide many opportunities.

Very nice conference, thanks to all who were involved in the planning and implementation!

I was not able to take part in all activities due to a recent surgery.

It was a bit misleading to state in the advertising the conference was in Des Moines when it was really in Altoona. Although the facilities were good in Altoona I would have
preferred to be in Des Moines proper. Some of the time I felt like I was trapped on the island of Altoona. I would have liked to explore Des Moines more and think some
organized trips into Des Moines would have been good.

It was very cold in many of the session rooms, but otherwise it was a great faciility. I thought the conference was very well-run.

Total Responses 45

Statistic Value



11. What conference costs were covered by your institution? In the comments
section, indicate other sources of funding or any explanations of your answers to
help us in our future planning.

1 Conference registration fee 108 96%

2 NACADA Membership 79 70%

3 Hotel expenses 73 65%

4 Mileage and tolls 66 58%

5 Airfare 6 5%

6 Meal expenses 63 56%

7 Other: 2 2%

8 Further comments about your response: 10 9%

I paid for the entire time

The institution covered registration and NACADA membership (if needed) and my department covered transportatoin.

No expenses were covered by my institution.

Did not spend night--local

departmental vehicle; partial meal reimbursement

ISU employee reimbursed for Wed/Thurs evening meals and daily travel commute

I wrote a campus grant to cover expenses it was not a guarantee to be accepted.

love the NACADA bucks as a door prize at the State meetings--that helps.

special grant covered it all

I was local so I didn't have travel expenses or meal expense, but those would have been covered if it's important for you to know that.

I paid out of pocket for this conference.

Partial meals covered.

Min Value 1

Max Value 8

Total Responses 113

# Answer Bar Response %

Other: Further comments about your response:
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